
Proposed todo list for new IVOA web pages 2011-03-13
Based on "proposed changes" page of May 27th 2010 at
http://www.ivoa.net/internal/IVOA/RevisedWebsiteDesign/proposed_changes052710.html

but slightly hardened up and with  with some further additions and comments
 
Global / menu bar :

* Add "Home" link as per Evanthia suggestions
* Change top bar order to match lower :  Astro/Dep/Members/About
* contact link : make copyright IVOA into a mailto link to ivoadoc@ivoa.net.

HOME Page : 

* Remove calendar/news
* make links in lower horizontal bar agree with the relevant pages. 
Have adjusted based on other actions further down :

Astronomers : 
Getting Started; Using the VO; VO tools and portals; IVOA newsletter; Glossary

Deployers : 
VO concepts; Current Standards; Software for Deployers; Data Publishing; Aplication Writing; 
Technical Acronyms

Members : 
IVOA Calendar; Working Groups; Twiki; Documents in Progress; Events; Forum 

ABOUT section :

* about/what-is-ivoa : 
under "Additional Information" remove links except first and third
under "Technical Milestones" link only latest (Oct 2010)

* about/roadmap : 
link only the Oct 2010 roadmap.

* about/wg-contacts : 
add column with descriptive name of mailing list
Link should go to the archives with a link at the top on how to subscribe.

* about/member-organisations : 
VO UK should be AstroGrid, United Kingdom
Add ESA and ESO
update chair , vice chair etc as necessary

MEMBERS section : 
I put together a mock up of something corresponding to Keith's suggestions (members-page.pdf)
Anything giving the same idea will be fine : an easy set of links for members. The links in eth pdf 
file are live so you can test the idea. 

* Note Exec is just another WG in the table. Ditto TCG.

* update the WG list
merge VOQL and DAL
add Liaison Committee

http://www.ivoa.net/internal/IVOA/RevisedWebsiteDesign/proposed_changes052710.html
http://www.ivoa.net/internal/IVOA/RevisedWebsiteDesign/proposed_changes052710.html


add Science Priorities Committee

DEPLOYERS section : 

Christophe to take overall responsibility

* Revised TOC  (with authors) :

Introduction to VO Concepts (Andy)
Current list of Standards  (Christophe)
   (current list only : list and graphical version)
Software for Deployers (Christophe)
   (based on Euro-VO page)
Data Publishing: Worked Example (Christophe)
Application Writing: Worked Example (Christophe)
Technical Acronyms in Use (Sarah)\
   (start with NVO book glossary)

ASTRONOMERS section

* Andy to draft Getting started and Using the VO

* "VO portals worldwide" should be "VO tools and portals worldwide"

* Sarah to make initial draft, based on Euro-VO page (= new VAO stuff ???)

* Make link to newsletter live

* Add link to "The VO for students and the public" 
    (I prefer this to "students and amateurs")

* Fabio to draft section on  "The VO for students and the public"

* Add final link to "VO Glossary for Astronomers"
     (Andy to draft and see if this works !)

DROPPED/IGNORED/COMMENTED

* I think news/calendar is indeed only for members. 
- Hard to keep up, and mustn't duplicate what projects do. 
* Stick with "Members"
* Links to VO papers : agree this is too ambitious : ignore

 


